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Abstract
Research on automatic speech
recognition has been approach
progressively since 1930 and the
major advances are since 1980 with
the introduction of the statistical
modeling of speech with the key
technology Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) and the stochastic language
model (B. H. Juang, 2005). However,
the existing reported research works
on Bangla speech recognition didn’t
yet incorporate the HMM technique
and language model. This paper
presents two different type of Bangla
speech
recognition
from
the
implementation, performance and
application perspective. We used
HMM
technique
for
pattern
classification and also incorporate
stochastic language model with the
system. At the signal preprocessing
level we perform adaptive noise
elimination and end point detection.
Spectral feature vectors such as Mel
Frequency
Cepstral
Coefficients
(MFCC) with the addition of first and
second order coefficients are extracted
from each speech wave signal. HMM
is used for pattern classification. The
system is implemented using the
Cambridge Hidden Markov Modeling
Toolkit (HTK) (S. Young, 2001-2005).

1. Introduction
Speech recognition is the process of converting
an acoustic signal, captured by a microphone or
a telephone, to a set of words. Research in this
area has attracted a great deal of attention over
the past five decades where several technologies
are applied and the efforts were made to
increase the performance up to marketplace
standard so that the users will have the benefit in

a variety of ways. During this long research
period several key technologies were applied
where the combination of hidden Markov Model
(HMM) and the stochastic language model
produces high performance (B. H. Juang, 2005).
Most of the research effort on recognizing
bangla speech is performed using the ANN
based classifier. No research work has been
reported yet that uses the DTW technique and
HMM based classifier and no language model is
included with the existing research works.
An isolated-word speech recognition system
requires that the speaker pause briefly between
words, whereas a continuous speech recognition
system does not. The continuous speech consists
of continuous utterance which is representative
of real speech. On the other hand a sentence
constructed from connected words does not
represent real speech as it is actually
concatenation of isolated words. For Isolated
word the assumption is that the speech to be
recognized comprises a single word or phrase
and to be recognized as complete entity with no
explicit knowledge or regard for the phonetic
content of the word or phrase. Hence, for a
vocabulary of V words (or phrases), the
recognition algorithm consisted of matching the
measured sequence of spectral vectors of the
unknown spoken input against each of the set of
spectral patterns for V words and selecting the
pattern whose accumulated time aligned spectral
distance was smallest as the recognized word (L.
Rabiner, 1993). The notion of isolated speech
recognition can be extended for connected
speech recognition if we consider a small
vocabulary and solve the co-articulation
problem that arises between words (S. Furui,
2001). In continuous speech recognition,
continuously uttered sentences are recognized.
The standard approach of continuous speech
recognition is to assume a simple probabilistic
model of speech production whereby a specified
word sequence, W, produce an acoustic
observation sequence, so that the decoded string

has the maximum a posteriori probability (L.
Rabiner, 1993). In continuous speech
recognition it is very important to use
sophisticated linguistic knowledge. The most
appropriate units for enabling recognition
success depend on the type of recognition and
on the size of the vocabulary. Various units of
reference templates/models from phonemes to
words have been studied. When words are used
as units, word recognition can be expected to be
highly accurate; however it requires larger
memory and more computation. Using
phonemes as units does not greatly increase
memory size requirements or computation (S.
Furui, 2001). In our experiment we used word
as a unit for isolated speech recognition and
phoneme as a unit for continuous speech
recognition.
Hidden Markov Model is powerful modeling
technique for discrete state processes. The basic
idea behind the HMM is that the observation
sequence generated by the system exists in a
finite number of states in the model, and at each
time step the model makes a state transition and
gives a probability as the output. More precisely,
Hidden Markov Model is defined as the triple
λ := (π, A, B):. For real world implementation of
Hidden Markov Model, three problems must be
solved: the evaluation problem, the decoding
problem and the learning problem (S. Furui,
2001). The forward algorithm is used to solve
the evaluation problem, the Viterbi algorithm for
the decoding problem, and all parameters are
adjusted for solving the learning problem.
The outline of the system is as follows. We
begin in section 2 with the related works that
describes the past efforts on Bangla speech
recognition. Section 3 discusses about the
details of the overall system for both isolated
and continuous speech recognition. Section 4
describes the implementation details. Section 5
presents the result analysis. Section 6 discusses
the applications and at last we end up the
discussion with the conclusion at section 7.

K. Roy (2002) performed the recognition by
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) using back
propagation neural Network. They used DSP
techniques to extract the features of speech
signal. M. R. Hassan (2003) presents a phoneme
recognition approach using ANN as a classifier.
They calculated the RMS energy level as feature
from the filtered digitized signal. A. H. M.
Rezaul Karim (2002) presents a technique to
recognized bangla phonemes using the
Euclidian
distance
measure.
Reflection
coefficient and autocorrelations have been used
as features. K. J. Rahman, (2003) presents
continuous Bangla speech recognition system
using ANN. They employed a word separation
algorithm to separate the words. They applied
fourier transform based spectral analysis to
generate the feature vectors from each isolated
words. M. R. Islam (2005) presents a Bangla
ASR system that employed a three layer backpropagation Neural Network as the classifier. S.
A. Hossain (2004) presents a brief overview of
Bangla speech synthesis and recognition. A
comparative study on the feature extraction
methods are presented by M. F. Khan (2002).

3. Methodology / Overview of the
Systems
The block diagram of canonic speech
recognition system is shown in figure 1. We can
subdivide the entire model into three major parts:
speech data extraction or preprocessing, feature
extraction, pattern recognition. Although the
basic theory of both type of speech recognition
system in pattern recognition approach is quite
similar, however they applied different strategy
for incorporating language model and dictionary
into their entire system model. They also used
different style of data representation for both of
their training and recognition system.

2. Related Works
Research on speech recognition has been started
since 1930; however research work to recognize
bangla speech has been started since around
2000. Here we will mention the research works
found so far for Bangla speech recognition.

Figure 1: Block diagram for Speech Recognition
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In this stage, the first step is to record the speech
data by a microphone in a specified format (wav
file, 16000Hz and 16 bits). This wav data will
be converting into a form that is suitable for
further computer processing and analysis
through a series of process that involves noise
elimination and the speech end point detection
process.
3.1.1 Noise Elimination
We used an adaptive filter to eliminate the noise
from the recorded speech signal. A sample of
the surrounding environment is used as input for
the adaptive filter (M. R. Hassan, 2003). The
extracted voice data will be simply the
subtraction of the predicted noise from the
speech signal.
3.1.2 End Point Detection
We used the generalized end point detection
algorithm presented at (K. Roy, 2002; K. J.
Rahman, 2003; M. R. Islam, 2005) in order to
identify the starting and end point of the speech
signal. The goal of this process is to detect the
presence of voice and remove pauses and
silences in the background noise. For continuous
speech we use this algorithm only for the start
and end point detection. However for isolated
speech the intermediate noisy signal and
unwanted signal within the speech is also
eliminated. A background unvoiced sample of
the current recording environment was taken.
The sample was split into frames of known size
and the energy was calculated for each frame.
The frame with the maximum energy was taken
as the threshold for the end point detection.
Then the recorded voice sample was taken and
split into frames in the same manner, each frame
of the voice sample was compared with the
maximum noise frame and at the point where
the voice frame's energy had a lower value than
the maximum noise frame, which would be the
end point.

3.2 Feature Extraction
In this stage we extract meaningful unique
features from the preprocessed speech data.
From the comparison among features described
at (M. F. Khan, 2002) we decided to use MFCC
features. With the addition of the MFCC
features we calculate energy, delta coefficient
and acceleration coefficient. Finally the total
number of features is 39 among those 12 MFCC,
1 energy, 13 first order derivative and 13 second
order derivative. Feature vectors are extracted
with Hamming window function of window

length 25ms. For the elimination of unwanted
frequency level a 26-filter bank channel is used
with a pre-emphasis coefficient value 0.97.

3.3 Pattern Recognition
The tasks in this step are divided into two phase,
Training and Recognition. We used Hidden
Markov Model based classifier. An elaborate
discussion on HMM model for speech
recognition is briefly described at (L. Rabiner,
1989). In our training methodology we created
word based HMM model for isolated speech and
phoneme based HMM model for continuous
speech recognition. We used the following
training algorithm for creating the HMM models.
Step 1: Initialize λ = (π, A, B)
Step 2: Compute probabilities using λ.
Step 3: Adjust λ= λ'
Step 4: Repeat 2-3 until converge

3.4 Dictionary and Language model
Our approach towards the isolated speech
recognition is quite simple, we used just a
simple dictionary contains only the inputoutput-HMMmodelName and no language
model is necessary. However, for continuous
speech recognition we created a pronunciation
dictionary that contains the input-outputpronouncing for each word entry where the
pronunciation describes the sequence of HMMs
that constitute each word. For each word the
output is provided as Unicode sequence and the
pronunciation is given with the consideration of
phoneme as a unit. As in continuous speech
recognition we recognize a sequence of words
and that’s why it is necessary to incorporate a
language model. We used the Regular grammar
modeling technique as our language model
which has the properties like finite state model,
small vocabulary and restricted grammar. We
create a word level network that will typically
represent the grammar which defines all the
legal word sequence explicitly. The regular
grammar model outputs only two values of
probability; P(W)=1 where W valid in word
network and P(W)=0 otherwise. The Task
Grammar which defines all of the legal word
sequences explicitly or a Word Loop which
simply puts all words of the vocabulary in a
loop and therefore allows any word to follow
any other word. Word-loop networks are often
augmented by a stochastic language model (S.
Young, 2001-2005).

4. Implementation

We used HTK as the core engine for our speech
recognizer due to its availability, portability and
sophisticated facilities for speech analysis,
HMM training, testing and results analysis (S.
Young, 2001-2005). We used our own
implemented algorithms discussed earlier for the
preprocessing task and used HTK for the rest of
the part with some specified parameters. The
preprocessing task is similar for both type of
recognition which will output the valid speech
data from the recorded speech signal. Here we
will briefly discuss the implementation
difference of the isolated and continuous speech
recognition from pattern recognition point of
view. We followed (A K M Mahmudul Hoque
2006) for the implementation of isolated speech
recognition.

4.1 Isolated speech recognition
4.1.1 Prepare Training Data
The first step is to label the speech data for each
word of the dictionary. The label is same as the
text that represents the spoken word. We take 5
to 10 samples for each word and save the
labeled file as the word followed by the sample
number (ex: “kolom_2.lab” is the labeled file of
the word “kolom” for sample number 2). We
use HSLab (S. Young, 2001-2005) tool for this
task. The second step is to extract the feature
vectors from the sample files. All the
specifications for feature extraction (described
in the previous section) are written into a
configuration file. The HCopy (S. Young, 20012005) tool is used, which automatically extract
the features according to the configuration and
save into a file.
The next step is model training. For each word
V in the vocabulary, we must build an HMM
model i.e. we must estimate the model
parameters (A, B, π) that optimize the likelihood
of the training set observation vector of the Vth
word (L. Rabiner, 1989). To create a model,
first we have to choose a priori a topology for
each HMM model. We choose a HMM
prototype with 4 active states and 2 nonemitting states. The prototype is depicted in
figure-2. Before beginning the training we
initialized the HMM model for each word with
the HInit (S. Young, 2001-2005) tool. After
initializing, the models are trained with the
feature data set. The training is an iterative
process until all the models are reached to a
convergence. We used HRest tool to re-estimate
the model parameters iteratively. After the

completion of all these tasks, we will have
separate model for each word in the dictionary.

Figure 2: HMM prototype for each model
4.1.2 Recognition
The recognizer can recognize only the words
defined in the dictionary. For each unknown
word which is to be recognized, the
preprocessing and feature analysis must be
carried out, that means measurement of the
observation sequence via a feature analysis of
the speech corresponding to the word; followed
by calculation of the model likelihoods for all
possible HMM models; followed by selection
whose model likelihood is highest. The
probability computation step is generally
performed using the Viterbi algorithm. We used
HVite (S. Young, 2001-2005) tool to perform
the recognition task and provide recognized
output as text. In addition to the dictionary,
extracted features and HMM List, HVite
requires a word network as HTK convention. So,
to build a word network we include a very
simple grammar (see figure-5) with a single
state as just the words in the dictionary. We
used the HParse (S. Young, 2001-2005) tool to
create the word network.

4.2 Continuous speech recognition
4.2.1 Prepare Training Data
Continuous Speech Recognition (CSR) involves
connecting HMMs together in sequence. Each
model in the sequence corresponds directly to
the assumed underlying symbol. For CSR we
moved towards the phoneme based HMM
model. For this, first we designed the phoneme
set for bangla language where we considered
mono-phone as the phoneme unit. We have
selected 47 mono-phones from our IPA chart (M.
A. Hai, 2004). Then we created a set of
phonetically balance (PB) sentences consist of
total 52 sentences, transcribe those sentences
with appropriate phone label and saved that as a
HTK specified Master Label File (mlf) format
(S. Young, 2001-2005). The recorded speech of
the PB labeled sentences is considered as the
training data for CSR. In our PB sentences we
have listed total 1814 phonemes. Table-1
illustrates the phoneme distribution, where 1st

column present the monophone in Bangla, 2nd
column present the corresponding IPA symbol,
3rd column present the frequency of the
monophone in the PB and the rest of the
columns follow the first three columns. Next,
acoustic analysis is performed on these training
data to extract features. For this, the number of
features, configuration parameters and the tool
is exactly same as isolated speech recognition.
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Table 1: Phoneme Distribution
The next step is model training. To create a
model, here we choose a HMM prototype with 3
active states and 2 non-emitting states. We
initialize the HMM models using HInit. Then
we create a HTK specified Master Macro File
(mmf) for all monophone using the prototype
HMM file. Next we re-estimate the parameters
using HRest tool. After the completion of all
these tasks, we will have separate model for
each phoneme.
4.2.2 Recognition
For a continuous speech signal to be recognized,
the preprocessing and the feature extraction
(using HCopy tool) is done first. Then the signal
is recognized using the HVite tool with the
assist of regular grammar based language
modeling technique. We create a regular
grammar and convert it to an intermediate form
of decoding network using the HParse tool.
Networks are specified using the HTK Standard
Lattice Format (SLF). In the grammar we define
the legal word sequences explicitly for
oঁ
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k

constructing valid sentences of the language and
also word loop which simply puts all words of
the vocabulary.

5. Result Analysis
In this research work, we give emphasis to the
inclusion of the HMM technique for recognizing
Bangla speech as no such work have been seen
and also to evaluate the performance from
several aspect. We have taken a vocabulary of
100 words and test samples from 5 different
speakers to observe the performance. For
Isolated Speech Recognition we recorded the
words for training in normal office environment
where several samples (5-10) with little
variations were taken for each word. The
recognizer is capable of recognizing each
spoken word existing in the dictionary only
when the words are spoken by the same speaker
and the mood of the speaker is same. However
for different speaker the performance decreases
to almost 20%. For continuous speech
recognition we used the same 100 words for
building the regular grammar. Table-2 shows
the performance of both the recognition systems.
SR Type
Speaker
Speaker
Dependent Independent
Isolated
90%
70%
Continuous 80%
60%
Table 2: Performance analysis
Recognizing continuous speech with ANN
classifier has average accuracy rate of 73.36%
(K. J. Rahman, 2003), for three layer BackPropagation Neural Network the maximum
accuracy rate is 86.67% (M. R. Islam, 2005),
and spoken letter recognition by measuring
Euclidian distance, which can recognize only
the vowels, has an 80% accuracy rate (A H M.
Rezaul Karim, 2002). In comparison, the
recognizer presented in this paper has an
average accuracy rate of 85%. The performance
analysis reveals the importance about the
improvement of the recognition with different
speaker. Several studies on SR system
emphasizes on the training data with varieties of
speakers to increase the performance. So, next
we should put our effort on collecting the
training data from different speaker and observe
the performance.

6. Applications
The entire domain where speech recognition
technology can be applied are automatic

translation, automotive speech recognition,
dictation,
hands-free
computing:
voice
command recognition computer user interface,
home automation, interactive voice response,
medical transcription, mobile telephony,
pronunciation evaluation in computer-aided
language learning applications and robotics. In
our research work we are considering the
isolated speech recognition for commands &
control, data entry, mobile telephony and home
automation task. On the other hand continuous
speech recognition can be used for speech to
text conversion.

7. Conclusion
In this paper we concentrated on the research
and development of a Bangla Speech
Recognizer using the appropriate technique and
tools. We have studied the past works and to the
best of our knowledge this work is the first
reported attempt to recognized Bangla speech
using HMM Technique with the assist of
stochastic language model. We observed that the
language specification is not significant for ISR;
however it has great importance for CSR
specially the language specific issues are
constructing the phoneme set, phonetically
balance sentences and regular grammar for
Bangla Language. This paper clearly describes
the theory and implementation details of our
entire development task using the HTK tool.
This work can be extended to the further
research on connected word recognition as an
extension of isolated speech recognition and the
performance measurement of the diphone or
triphone based HMM model as an extension of
continuous speech recognition.
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